
Guide to General Assembly Hashtags 
The many ways to talk about the EGU General Assembly on Twitter 

 
The conference hashtag: #EGU2014 
 
#EGU2014 is the big one to follow throughout the Assembly, keeping you up-to-date with what’s 
happening at the Assembly, with news from the EGU, conference participants and those joining in 
the discussion remotely.  
 
Programme group hashtags 

This year, each of the programme groups has its own hashtag, just add the acronym to #EGU14, so 
for Ocean Sciences (OS), the hashtag would be #EGU14OS. Here’s the full list: 

Programme Group Hashtag 
Atmospheric Sciences (AS) #EGU14AS 
Biogeosciences (BG) #EGU14BG 
Climate: Past, Present & Future (CL) #EGU14CL 
Cryospheric Sciences (CR) #EGU14CR 
Earth Magnetism & Rock Physics (EMRP) #EGU14EMRP 
Energy, Resources and the Environment (ERE) #EGU14ERE 
Earth and Space Science Informatics (ESSI) #EGU14ESSI 
Geodesy (G) #EGU14G 
Geodynamics (GD) #EGU14GD 
Geosciences Instrumentation and Data Systems (GI) #EGU14GI 
Geomorphology (GM) #EGU14GM 
Geochemistry, Mineralogy, Petrology & Volcanology (GMPV) #EGU14GMPV 
Hydrological Sciences (HS) #EGU14HS 
Isotopes in Geosciences: Instrumentation and Applications (IG) #EGU14IG 
Natural Hazards (NH) #EGU14NH 
Nonlinear Processes in Geosciences (NP) #EGU14NP 
Ocean Sciences (OS) #EGU14OS 
Planetary and Solar System Sciences (PS) #EGU14PS 
Seismology (SM) #EGU14SM 
Stratigraphy, Sedimentology and Palaeontology (SSP) #EGU14SSP 
Soil System Sciences (SSS) #EGU14SSS 
Solar-Terrestrial Sciences (ST) #EGU14ST 
Tectonics and Structural Geology (TS) #EGU14TS 
Union Symposia (US) #EGU14US 
Europe in Geosciences (EG) #EGU14EG 
Educational and Outreach Symposia (EOS) #EGU14EOS 
Great Debates in Geosciences (GDB) #EGU14GDB 
Short Courses (SC) #EGU14SC 
 

Session-specific hashtags 

Some sessions also have their own hashtags, the ‘official ones’ are listed below, but conveners are 
welcome to add their own at the start of their session. 

Session Hashtag 
GDB1: Metals in our backyard: to mine or not to mine #EGU14mine 
GDB2: Geoengineering the climate: the way forward? #EGU14geng 
US3: Face of the Earth Union Symposium #EGU14face 
US4: IPCC Climate Change 2013/2014: Findings and Lessons Learned #EGU14IPCC 
 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23EGU2014&src=typd

